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C
ontrolling the orientation and posi-
tion of magnetic domains and their
domain walls (DWs) has historically

required applying external magnetic fields
generated by currents flowing through
wires. However, recent research motivated
by the development of energy-efficient
technologies has investigated electric
field1�5 and spin-torque-based methods6

capable of manipulating the magnetic
properties of on-chip magnets without ex-
ternal magnetic fields. Although previous
research efforts have been focused on
computer-based applications such as next-
generation memory devices7,8 and inte-
grated magnet-based logic circuits,9,10 the
electric-field control of magnetism can
provide broader benefits to other re-
search communities, like nanobiotechnology,

nanomedicine, and nanobiophysics,11,12

that incorporate magnetic nanoparticles
with a focus on device applications. For
example, microfluidic laboratory setups
require bulky table-top external magnets
to manipulate medically and biologically
functionalized superparamagetic micro-
beads,13�16magnetic nanoparticles,17 andbi-
ologically inspired magnetic swimmers.18,19

Unfortunately, thesemagnetic-field-controlled
schemes are impractical and energy-
inefficient on the small scale. Replacing
these methods with an electric-field-based
control of magnetism1�5 using multi-
ferroic20 heterostructures provides an ultra-
low-power pathway to achieve similar de-
grees of mechanical control in a scalable
on-chip platform. Initial efforts have verified
electric-field-driven, strain-based magnetic
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ABSTRACT In this work, we experimentally demonstrate deterministic electrically

driven, strain-mediated domain wall (DW) rotation in ferromagnetic Ni rings fabricated

on piezoelectric [Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]0.66�[PbTiO3]0.34 (PMN�PT) substrates. While

simultaneously imaging the Ni rings with X-ray magnetic circular dichroism photo-

emission electron microscopy, an electric field is applied across the PMN�PT substrate

that induces strain in the ring structures, driving DW rotation around the ring toward

the dominant PMN�PT strain axis by the inverse magnetostriction effect. The DW

rotation we observe is analytically predicted using a fully coupled micromagnetic/

elastodynamic multiphysics simulation, which verifies that the experimental behavior is caused by the electrically generated strain in this multiferroic

system. Finally, this DW rotation is used to capture and manipulate micrometer-scale magnetic beads in a fluidic environment to demonstrate a proof-of-

concept energy-efficient pathway for multiferroic-based lab-on-a-chip applications.

KEYWORDS: multiferroics . lab-on-a-chip . energy-efficient magnetic technology . micromagnetic/elastodynamic coupled model .
electrically driven magnetic domain wall motion
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DW generation and manipulation in ferromagnet/
piezoelectric heterostructures with magnetically pat-
terned wires9 and rings,21 respectively, but determi-
nistic manipulation of the DW position has yet to be
demonstrated. Because of this limitation, little effort
has focused on the electric-field control of external
systems (e.g., magnetic particles) in fluidic environ-
ments. In this work, we experimentally demonstrate
deterministic electrically driven, strain-mediated
domain wall (DW) rotation in ferromagnetic Ni rings
fabricated on piezoelectric [Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]0.66�
[PbTiO3]0.34 (PMN�PT) substrates. These results are
confirmed with analytical predictions from a coupled
micromagnetic/elastodynamic model. Using this
electric-field-based multiferroic control scheme, we
experimentally control the position of suspended
magnetic particles magnetostatically attracted to the
Ni ring DWs on the PMN�PT surface with micrometer-
scale precision.
Manipulating meso- and nanoscale objects in biol-

ogy, chemistry, physics,medicine, and nanolithography
is an important scientific and engineering challenge.
Established techniques such as optical tweezers,22,23

electrical tweezers,24 and surface acoustic waves
(SAW)25 are used to capture, manipulate, and transport
a variety of elements such as nanoparticles,23,24,26

nanowires,24 microbeads,27 DNA,28 and bacteria.29,30

An optical tweezer setup, using laser-based trapping,
provides a large degree of control but also requires
a dedicated optical setup. These large setups are
unsuitable for scalable lab-on-a-chip applications.
Alternatively, both electrical tweezers24 and SAWs25

use on-chip electric fields to transport suspended
particle ensembles. However, electric tweezers are
limited to applications involving metallic nanowires,
whereas the focus of SAW devices is on long-range
transport rather than the local manipulation of an
individual particle. Recently, amagnet-based technique
was demonstrated,13,14 exploiting the magnetostatic
coupling between superparamagnetic microbeads
(SPMs) and localized straymagnetic fields emitted from
magnetic DWs in lithographically patterned micro-
meter-sized permalloy rings. The permalloy rings are
initially magnetized into an “onion” state, with two
parallel circumferential domains aligned along the
magnetic field axis separated by two DWs.31 The DWs
produce localized stray magnetic fields that attract
SPMs to the precise DW location along each ring,
trapping them within a local magnetostatic potential.
An external electromagnet drives the DWs around the
circumference of each ring, and the magnetostatically
coupled SPMs follow this DW motion. Although inter-
esting, this approach requires bulky, high power elec-
tromagnets to create the external magnetic fields
that control the DW positions. As stated previously,
this approach restricts both the energy efficiency and
practical device scaling. In contrast to this method,

we demonstrate a particle manipulation technique
that uses scalable low-profile electrodes on composite
multiferroic heterostructures to generate low-power,
electric-field-induced strains that drive the rotation of
the SPM�DW magnetostatic potential well along the
ring circumference.
In this work, we first create stable magnetic onion

states in lithographically patterned Ni rings fabricated
on a piezoelectric PMN�PT substrate. These onion
states contain DWs that are then deterministically
rotated approximately 45� by an electric-field-induced
strain that modifies the magnetic energy state of
the Ni rings via inverse magnetostriction (i.e., Villari
effect).21,32 A 0.8 MV m�1 out-of-plane electric field
produces in-plane anisotropic strains of 4000 ppm that
move the DWs. We experimentally characterize the
onion state formation and DW rotation with X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism photoemission electron
microscopy (XMCD-PEEM)33,34 at the Advanced Light
Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The
magnetostrictive mechanism that drives the DW rota-
tion behavior is confirmedwith amultiphysics model35

that fully couples Landau�Lifshitz�Gilbert (LLG)
micromagnetics with elastodynamics to predict the
DW formation and motion as a function of applied
electric fields. Once DW motion is demonstrated,
we magnetostatically couple commercially available,
biologically and medically functionalizable suspended
SPMs (Dynabeads from Life Technologies, Grand Island,
NY, USA) to the onion state DWs of the nanoscale
Ni rings. An electric field induces a strain that rotates
the DWs and attached SPMs; this is in sharp contrast
to previous demonstrations13�17 that required external
magnetic fields. The SPM motion is observed with
conventional optical microscopy, and the SPM�DW
coupling forces are estimated using micromagnetic
simulations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterizing the Domain Wall Initialization. To reliably
obtain onion state DWs, we first characterize andmodel
the DW formation as a function of ring geometry both
experimentally and with conventional micromagnetic
OOMMF simulations.36 Using electron-beam litho-
graphy, we fabricate a number of ferromagnetic Ni
rings (15 to 45 nm thick) with outer diameters (OD)
ranging from 1 to 2 μm while systematically varying
the ringwidths (W) from650 to 150 nm (Figure 1a, inset)
on the surface of a Pt-coated (front and back) 500 μm
thick [Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]0.66�[PbTiO3]0.34 substrate.
The Pt acts as an electrode for the PMN�PT substrate.
XMCD-PEEM33,34 (Figure 1b, Methods) is used to obtain
magnetic contrast images of our multiferroic hetero-
structures (Figure 1a).

Prior to PEEM imaging, each magnetic ring sample
is initialized with a 3 kOe external magnetic field to
create an onion state. The stability of the onion state
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upon removal of the initialization field depends on
the ring dimensions.37 OOMMFmicromagnetic simula-
tions36 (Methods) were used to calculate the mini-
mized magnetic energy density as a function of the
W/OD ratio after initialization in 30 nm thick rings with
an OD of 1, 1.5, 2, and 4 μm (Figure 2a) and in 15 nm
thick ringswith anODof 1 and 2 μm(Figure 2b). For the
30 nm thick rings (Figure 2a), we observe three distinct
energy density minima regimes with decreasingW/OD
for each OD value: (1) the vortex state (i.e., where
the ring magnetization is circularly oriented along
the circumference with no DWs), in the bottom right
corner (shaded in green), representing the lowest total
energy density on the plot, (2) the onion state, in the
middle of the figure (not shaded) that contains vortex-
like DWs, and (3) the onion state, in the upper left of the
figure (shaded in blue) that contains transverselike
DWs and has the largest total energy density.

Figure 2c�e shows XMCD-PEEM images, whereas
Figure 2f�h shows simulated micromagnetic images
for 30 nm thick, 2 μm OD rings with widths varying
from 200 to 650 nm following initialization (as indi-
cated in Figure 2a). The exchange (favoring parallel
domains and local alignment of the magnetization)
and demagnetization (favoring closure domains and
minimization of the stray magnetic fields) energies
are the dominant contributions to the total energy
shown in Figure 2a, and these compete to rearrange
the micromagnetic magnetization properties of the Ni
rings into the lowest accessible energy state as indi-
cated by the three regions of Figure 2a. In the initialized
state, there is a high local energy density associated

with the ends of the onion state where the magnetiza-
tion vector fields point toward a ring wall (a large
demagnetization component). The redistribution of
this high local energy density, upon removal of the
external 3 kOe magnetic field, is dependent upon
the W/OD parameters of the ring. The gradient of the
local energy density relative to the energy density of a
slightly perturbed magnetization configuration repre-
sents the driving force on the magnetization causing
it to move to a stable or metastable state (i.e., if a
magnetization configuration slightly different than
the current state has lower energy, then the system
experiences a force pushing it toward the new state).
The large initial demagnetization energy in wider rings
dominates the exchange energy component, driving
the ring into the vortex state (Figure 2e and h and
bottom right of Figure 2a). This vortex state forms
because the demagnetization energy required to ro-
tate the magnetization 180� for a wide ring is relatively
low compared to the exchange energy. The high local
energy density of the initialized state can overcome the
local exchange energy barrier, and the magnetization
along one-half of the ring flips direction, producing a
vortex ring state.

As the ring width narrows, the demagnetization
energy required to rotate the magnetization 180�
becomes higher. This causes the perturbation states
associated with rotating the magnetization past a wall
to be relatively high. As the ring width narrows such
that W/OD ≈ 0.3, the driving force supplied by the
demagnetization energy to rotate the magnetiza-
tion no longer overcomes the exchange energy and

Figure 1. Sample design and experimental interrogationmethods. (a) Schematic of a compositemultiferroic heterostructure
consisting of ferromagnetic Ni rings fabricated on the Pt-coated surface of a PMN�PT substrate. The backside of the PMN�PT
substrate is also Pt-coated. Inset: Relevant outer diameter (OD) andwidth (W) ring dimensions. (b) Magnetic properties of the
Ni rings are observed by XMCD-PEEM with an in situ out-of-plane electric field applied across the substrate as indicated.
(c) Position of SPMs, suspended in water, coupled to the onion-state stray fields is observed by conventional microscopy as a
function of the out-of-plane substrate electric field.
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extrinsic domain wall pinning because of edge rough-
ness, leaving the ring in an onion state once the field
is removed (Figure 2c,d,f,g). The high energy density
tends to redistribute into a local vortex domain wall.
As the W/OD ratio decreases further, the gradients
between neighboring states continue to decrease, and
the onion state itself becomes metastable (i.e., two
possible DW types: vortex and transverse). Although
these simulations show a transition between the DW
type (vortex to transverse DW) as a function of the
ring geometry, they do not account for thermal effects
that can influence the nature of the DWs at room
temperature.38 Coupled with the fact that the PEEM
resolution limits our ability to identify the precise type
of DWs we obtain in thinner rings that are 30 nm thick,
this means we cannot conclusively state where the
precise vortex to transverse DW transition occurs.
Nevertheless, the simulations shown in Figure 2a
are in qualitative agreement with our PEEM imaging

measurements, and the results confirm that stable
onion states are achievable in 30 nm thick Ni rings with
W/OD e 0.3, as identified by the model in Figure 2a.

The OOMMF simulations36 of the 15 nm thick rings
(Figure 2b) do not show aW/OD dependence between
onion states and vortex states in either the 1 or 2 μm
OD rings up to W/OD = 0.4. Instead, in all cases,
an onion state with transverse DW is observed. These
thinner rings are exchange-dominated and do not
possess the requisite demagnetization energy re-
quired to flip the magnetization direction radially past
a ring wall. From Figure 2a,b, we find that the proper-
ties of the onion state DWs are dependent on the ring
thickness,39 with thinner rings having a higher prob-
ability to form transverse DWs (Figure 4c,f). Although
our OOMMF model confirms a previous study14 that
found transverse DWs produce stray magnetic fields
with larger magnitudes as indicated by the higher
energy densities, for the application of trapping

Figure 2. Initializing a stable onion state. Total energy density (assuming room temperature constants) calculated from
micromagnetic simulations of (a) 30 nm thick, 1, 1.5, 2, and 4 μm OD rings and (b) 15 nm thick, 1 and 2 μm OD rings as a
function ofW/OD after the application and removal of a 3 kOe field in the absence of a thermal environment. In a, the three
distinct regions (highlighted in green, white, and blue) correspond to the three possible initialized magnetization states:
a vortex state, an onion state with vortex DWs, and an onion state with transverse DWs. Dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
(c�e) XMCD-PEEM images taken at room temperature of 30 nm thick, 2 μm OD rings with widths of 200, 300, and 650 nm,
respectively. (f�h) Complementary micromagnetic simulations for rings with geometries identical to those in parts c�e.
Black and white contrast orientation is identical to PEEM images, and the red and blue colored arrows indicate the magnetic
orientation of individual grid elements from the micromagnetic simulation. The yellow circle, pink star, and black square
indicate where each simulated geometry (and W/OD ratio) is located on the graph in part a.
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magneticmicrobeads, the distinction between the two
DW types is not critical.

Electric Field Control of Domain Wall Rotation. Selecting
30 and 15 nm thick Ni rings with W/OD < 0.3, we
experimentally demonstrate deterministic DW rotation
by applying an electric field to the PMN�PT substrate.
The rhombohedral single-crystal PMN�PT used in this
study has a spontaneous polarization along the Æ111æ
direction, and the Æ011æ cut of these substrates give
large in-plane anisotropic strains upon the application
of an electric field across the substrate.40 On the
basis of previous work,21,41,42 the electric-field-induced
strain in the piezoelectric substrate modifies the mag-
netoelastic energy component (Hme) of the Ni to create
energetically favorable conditions that can reorient
the DWs toward the dominant compressive strain axis
(Methods). Figure 3a shows the electric-field-induced
strain in the poled PMN�PT sample characterized
with a strain gauge along the in-plane [100] and
[011] directions. A 0.8 MV m�1 electric field produces
a 4000 ppm differential uniaxial compressive strain in

the [100] direction and a 1300 ppm differential
tensile strain in the [011] direction (Figure 3b). The
hysteretic strain jump at E ≈ 0.5 MV m�1 is a result
of a morphotropic phase transition in the PMN�PT43

sample, but upon removal of the electric field, the
strain returns to zero. The applied anisotropic strain
state should produce a rotation of the DWs toward
the [100] direction21 because of the fact that Ni is a
negative magnetostrictive material. In the following
analysis and discussion, we assume the as-depositedNi
structures are initially unstrained.

Figure 3c�f shows the XMCD-PEEM images of
initialized onion states in a 2 μm OD, 300 nm wide
and 1 μm OD, 150 nm wide ring for both 30 nm
(Figure 3c,e) and 15 nm (Figure 3d,f) thicknesses,
respectively. Plotted next to the PEEM images in
Figure 3 are simulated PEEM images of rings with
identical geometries (Figure 3k�n) and their corre-
sponding micromagnetic plots (Figure 3s�v) calcu-
lated from a micromagnetic/elastodynamic model35

performed in COMSOLMultiphysics that directly solves

Figure 3. Electrically driven submicron domainwall rotation. (a) A typical strain response along the [100] and [011] directions
of a PMN�PT substrate as a function of an out-of-plane electric field. (b) Schematic illustrating the initialization field (Hinit)
direction with respect to the PMN�PT [100] and [011] directions and the compressive and tensile strain response along each
direction at 0.8 MV m�1. (c�j) XMCD-PEEM images showing the initialized (c�f) and electrically rotated (g�j) onion states in
30 and 15 nm thick rings with OD = 2 μm,W = 300 nm and OD = 1 μm,W = 150 nm. (k�r) Simulated images from the coupled
micromagnetic/elastodynamic model of initialized (k�n) and electrically rotated (o�r) rings with dimensions identical to the
rings in parts c�j. The color scale contrast of the simulated micromagnetic orientation is scaled to match the contrast
obtainedwith XMCD-PEEM. (s�z)Micromagnetic plots from the same simulations shown in parts k�r showing theorientation
of individual grid elements from the model. Red and blue arrows indicate the relative orientation direction. Dashed red lines
are eye guides and indicate the DW displacement for each ring after strain is applied.
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the coupled micromagnetic, piezoelectric, and elasto-
dynamic partial differential equations to determine the
magnetization dynamics of theNi ring geometries with
respect to the electrical response of the piezoelectric
substrate (Methods). A 3 kOe external magnetic field
is applied to each sample and simulation at a 45�
angle relative to the [100] strain axis, as indicated
in Figure 3b, to initialize an onion state. We note that
the resulting onion-state vortex DWs have an equal
probability of being clockwise- or counterclockwise-
oriented (compare Figure 3c,k); however, this DW
helicity does not impact the magnetic response be-
cause of strain. In the XMCD-PEEM study, an image
of the magnetic state of the rings is recorded at
0.04 MV m�1 intervals up to a maximum electric field
of 0.8 MV m�1. Supporting Information Video 1 is a
series of XMCD-PEEM images taken of the 2 μm OD,
300 nm wide, 30 nm thick ring during this process.
Near the critical electric field where the large strain
jump occurs in Figure 3a, we observe a piecewise DW
reorientation along the compressive [100] strain axis
of the PMN�PT substrate, indicated in Figure 3g�j for
each ring, as compared to their initial states, shown in
Figure 3c�f, respectively. This electrically generated
piecewise DW rotation is also predicted in the simu-
lated PEEM images and their corresponding micro-
magnetic plots in Figure 3o�r and Figure 3w�z,
respectively. The electrically driven, strain-mediated
DW rotation in the simulated Ni rings agrees well with
our experimental observations.

For both the simulations and experiment, no further
DW response is observed at higher electric fields. The
strain applied in the PEEM images is global and affects
all the patterned structures on the surface. This is
evident in Supporting Information Video 2, which is a
zoomed out view of the same ramping process shown
in the first video. The video includes many rings and
disks of multiple sizes that show similar DW rotation.
The behavior we see demonstrates a deterministic
manipulation of the DW defined by the relative orien-
tation of the initialized magnetization direction and
PMN�PT strain axis. However, similar experiments
where the DWs were initialized 90� relative to the
PMN�PT [100] axis showed little DW rotation re-
sponse. In this case, clockwise and counterclockwise
DW rotations are equally probable, and experimental
results for this initialization scenario have shown both
a low tendency to rotate and an approximately equal
clockwise and counterclockwise rotation in rings
where significant rotation is observed. Furthermore,
micromagnetic/elastodynamic simulations of this case
in a 30 nm thick, 2 μm OD, 300 nm wide ring reveals
no significant rotation of the initialized DWs with a
strain of up to 10 000 ppm applied (more than twice
the amount of strain we are experimentally capable
of applying). Instead, new DWs are formed along
the PMN�PT [100] axis, 90� offset from the existing

initialized DWswhen a strain of 5000 ppm is applied. In
general, we have found it is experimentally challenging
to rotate the domains walls from a 90� offset.

With the magnetic response to an applied electric-
field-induced strain measured, we now investigate the
magnetic response as a function of Ni thickness and
electric field cycling. Ramping the electric field down
to 0 MV m�1 produces different final magnetic states
depending on the ring thickness, which can be ex-
plained in terms of induced strain. All the rings are
subject to shear lag effects,44,45 where strain varies
through a structure as a function of position from a
free edge. This shear lag effect is well-known in the
mechanics community studying finite-size structures.
The effects of this shear lag are explicitly shown in the
Supporting Information, section S1, where we plot the
volumetric strain profile, as calculated by the COMSOL
model, of a cross section across the ring width for 15,
30, and 45 nm thick rings with identical dimensions.
These shear lag effects attenuate the influence of the
magnetoelastic coupling as a function of ring thick-
ness. It is also important to point out that XMCD-PEEM
is a surface-sensitive technique that measures the
magnetic orientation of only the top few nanometers
in the rings.46 In Figure 4a�n, PEEM images are shown
for a 2 μm OD, 300 nm wide ring of each thickness
(15, 30, and 45 nm) at different applied electric fields.
The DWs in the 45 nm thick ring (Figure 4a,b) do not
exhibit large movements in response to the elec-
tric-field-induced strain. Upon applying the electric
field, the relatively thicker ring has a large shear
lag dependence, producing more inhomogeneous
strains that reduce the effective strain present at the
Ni surface; thus, we do not observe significant DW
motion. Both the presence of an inhomogeneous
strain state and the inability to electrically move
DWs in 45 nm thick rings has been confirmed with
the micromagnetic/elastodynamic model (Supporting
Information, section S1).

As the thickness of the ring is reduced from 45 to
30 nm, the DW movement response to the electrically
driven strain becomes more significant (Figure 4c�f).
This DWmovement in the 30 nm ring is directly related
toboth the larger effective surface strain (reduced shear
lag) as well as the presence of a more homogeneous
strain state through the thickness (Supporting Informa-
tion, section S1). As can be seen in Figure 4d, the DW
was successfully rotated by 45� toward the PMN�PT
[100] axis. Applying strain in this case introduces a
tunable source of magnetoelastic energy that com-
petes with the existing shape anisotropy and exchange
energies of the initialized rings to reorient the magnet.
As tensile strain, along the [011] axis, and compressive
strain, along the [100] axis, increase, an easy axis is
created along the [100] axis because of the inverse
magnetostriction effect. This increases the magnitude
of the magnetoelastic energy, which is proportional to
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cos2 θ, where θ is the angle between themagnetization
and the compressive strain direction, making the Ni
structuresmore energetically favorable to rotate toward
the [100] axis (Supporting Information, section S2). This
occurs as long as the change in the total magnetic
energy caused by themagnetoelastic energy outweighs
any significant changes to the exchange or demagne-
tization energies present during reorientation. As shown
in Figure 3 and Figure 4c,d for 30 nm thick rings
and Figure 4g,h for 15 nm thick rings, when a strain is
transferred more uniformly through the thickness of
the ring, theonion states aremore likely to rotate toward
the new magnetic energy minimum generated along
the PMN�PT [100] axis.

In Figure 4e and Supporting Information Videos 1
and 2, we observe magnetic domains broadening
when the electric field is removed instead of remaining
stationary. This broadening suggests that an elastic
force is present that drives a portion of the domain
back toward its initial position. As previously stated, we
have assumed the Ni rings are initially unstrained and
removal of the electric field should not provide such
a driving force. As shown in Figure 3a, we expect
that reducing the electric field returns the sample to

a zero-strain state, thus removing the contribution of
magnetoelastic energy to the overall magnetic energy.
Assuming the exchange and shape anisotropies re-
main constant and the absence of remanent strain,
reducing the magnetoelastic energy should not alter
the magnetic DW orientation stabilized along the new
energy minimum. Thus, this observation of domain
broadening suggests that a re-evaluation of the zero-
initial-strain assumption is required.

It is important to note that the influence of the
electric-field-induced strain on the magnetization of
the fabricated structures critically depends on the
initial value of the strain imposed on the Ni structures
at the time of deposition.42 Although the samples were
prepoled prior to the Ni deposition step,40 the Ni rings
still remain subject to local strain variations because
of the presence of micrometer-scale ferroelectric do-
mains in the PMN�PT, which we have observed with
piezo-response forcemicroscopy (Supporting Informa-
tion, section S3).42 It is reasonable to assume that the
1 and 2 μmODNi rings fromour samples spanmultiple
PMN�PT ferroelectric domains that may be oriented
along the two out-of-plane Æ111æ polarization directions
and along the four in-plane Æ111æpolarizationdirections.

Figure 4. Thickness-dependent cycling behavior. Surfacemagnetic state for rings with identical lateral dimensions (2 μmOD,
300 nmwidth) butwith varying thicknesses 45 nm (a andb); 30 nm (c�f); and 15nm (g�n) plotted as a functionof electricfield
cycling. (a and b) The 45 nm thick ring displays little to no DW rotation behavior upon the initial cycle. (c�f) For 30 nm thick
rings, we observe a DW rotation after the first cycle; however, the rotated domain broadens back toward its initial state as the
electric field is removed. This is due tomagnetic relaxation, possibly driven by local remanent strains, in the rings as the strain
is removed. Cycling the 30 nm thick ring a second time reproduces the rotated DW state. (g�n) The 15 nm thick sample
displays reproducible elastic DW rotation behavior over 4 cycles as a function of the applied electric field. (o�t) Simulated
images (o, q, and s) andmicromagnetic plots (p, r, and t) from the coupledmicromagnetic/elastodynamicmodel video shown
in Supporting InformationVideo3. Parts o andp showan initialized15nm thick, 2μmOD, and300nmwidth ring. Parts q and r
demonstratemagnetic domainwallmotion and broadening as a result of a simulated electric field of 0.8MVm�1. Parts s and t
illustrate that the magnetization returns to a state similar to the initialized state shown in parts o and p after the simulated
electric field is removed.
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A reorientation of these domains along different vectors
after deposition and fabrication of the Ni rings (e.g.,
caused by the application of electric field) generates
a localized remanent strain that has been previously
reported.40,42 Although we believe it is unlikely, another
source of remanent strain may be attributed to our
fabrication process. After prepoling the PMN�PT sub-
strates, Ni films were electron-beam-evaporated onto
these substrates at a process temperature of approxi-
mately 50 �C. This temperature might have partially
depoled the substrate (i.e., reoriented the surface Æ111æ
polarizations), resulting in a small remanent strain.47

Re-evaluating our system leads to the following
assertion. Stable onion states are formed through the
energy minimization process involving the demagne-
tization and exchange energies in the presence of
localized remanent strains which may contribute
a small magnetoelastic energy to the total energy.
Applying an electric field makes the magnetoelastic
energy dominant and drives the onion state toward
a new orientation that is based along the dominant
PMN�PT strain axis, as discussed before. However,
when the electric field decreases, rather than return
to a net-zero-strain state, the dominantmagnetoelastic
energy provides a back-driving force that serves to
relax the local magnetization toward its initial rema-
nent state. Thus, the final magnetic state observed in
the 30 nm thick rings (Figure 4e) consists of a domain
broadened between the strain-generated easy axis
along the PMN�PT [100] direction and the initialized
magnetic direction that is 45� from the [100] direction.

The 15 nm thick rings are subject to similar local
strain cycling conditions; however in this case, the
relatively thinner layer (compared to the 30 nm thick
rings) reduces the magnetic relaxation degrees of
freedom by favoring a more dominant exchange con-
tribution to the total magnetic energy at the expense
of both thedemagnetization energy and the electrically
generated magnetoelastic energy contributions.39

The strain-induced magnetoelastic energy does not
dominate the total magnetic energy for these rings;
instead, it perturbs the magnetic domain to rotate
slightly toward the [100] axis (Figure 4h) at 0.8 MV m�1.
Removing the electric field appears to return the
magnetic domain back to its original position
(Figure 4i). It is most likely driven back to its original
state by the additional magnetic stiffness imposed by
the exchange and demagnetization conditions for this
thickness as well as any unintentional remanent strain
contributions. Cycling the electric field in the 15 nm
thick ring case (Figure 4g�n) confirms the repeatability
of this apparent elastic DW behavior. Additional mag-
netic images in Supporting Information, section S4
of an energetically unconstrained 2 μm, 30 nm thick
Ni disk (fabricated on the same sample as the rings)
provides further evidence for the presence of a loca-
lized remanent strain which tends to drive a cyclical

reorientationof amagnetic domain in thedisk by 90� as
a function of the applied electric field.

The elastic DW broadening we observe in Figure 4e
in the 30 nm thick ring and the cyclical DW reorienta-
tion we observe in Figure 4g�n in the 15 nm thick ring
are a result of the total magnetic energy rebalancing
after the strain is tuned through multiple cycles. This
magnetic energy minimization process, induced by
tuning the magnetoelastic energy, forms the basis
of the coupled micromagnetic/elastodynamic model
used to verify the PEEM results in Figure 3.We note that
these simulations assume no initial strain and do
not account for the remanent strain and ferroelectric
domains we experimentally observed. The majority of
our simulations did not exhibit the elastic relaxation
behavior we observe with PEEM; instead, the magnetic
domains remained fixed in their new positions. This
is why we have attributed the observed relaxation
behavior to remanent strain. However, one simula-
tion of a 15 nm thick, 2 μm OD, 300 nm wide ring
(Figure 4o�t and Supporting Information Video 3)
produced an elastic behavior despite the lack of initial
and remanent strain built into themodel. It serves as an
example to demonstrate the magnetically stiff condi-
tions in the 15 nm thick samples created by the higher
exchange energy contribution, which can contribute
to the elastic behavior of the domain wall as a function
of electric field cycling. After initializing the onion state
(Figure 4o,p), the additional magnetoelastic energy
produced by a simulated electric field of 0.8 MV m�1

creates an easy axis (and energyminimum) 45� relative
to the magnetic initialization axis and along the [100]
direction (Figure 4q,r). A domain forms in the simula-
tion with DWs at both the new energy minimum along
the [100] direction and along the initialized direction.
Removing the simulated electric field decreases the
magnitude of the magnetoelastic energy in the sys-
tem, and the relative exchange and demagnetization
energies drive the domain to elastically return to its
original configuration (Figure 4s,t). We observe a re-
laxation of the magnetization back to an energy con-
dition similar to (but not identical with) the initialized
state.

From this analysis, we conclude that the 45 nm
thick rings, for the diameters studied, are too thick
to adequately transfer the strain to alter the magnetic
energy landscape (i.e., shear lag effect). The initialized
DWs in 30 nm thick rings, for the ring diameters
studied, are sensitive to the electrically driven strain,
but their relatively large thickness creates a less-
constricted magnetic environment that leaves these
rings susceptible to local environmentally generated
strains. Finally, magnetic domains in the 15 nm thick
rings, for the ring diameters studied, also show elec-
trically driven DW behavior, but in this case, the con-
stricted magnetic environment leads to an elasticlike
domain reorientation upon cycling. We also note that
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on the basis of the initial orientation of the DWs
with respect to the PMN�PT [100] direction we can
choose to deterministically rotate the DWs clockwise
or counterclockwise. Though we only show data for
one helicity, experiments for both helicities were per-
formed and showed identical but symmetric behavior.
Finally, as ametric forpotential lab-on-a-chipapplications,
we note that the sample geometries used in this work
are capable of producing piecewise, submicrometer DW
displacements, 700 and 350 nm in the 2 and 1 μm OD
rings (Figure 3c,g and Figure 3e,i, respectively), without
the assistance of an external magnetic field.

Characterizing the Electrically Driven Magnetic Bead Motion.
On the basis of the above results, we incorporate
suspended SPMs (Methods) onto 30 and 15 nm thick
rings (Supporting Information Videos 4 and 5, res-
pectively) with W/OD ratios below 0.3. The position
of SPMs attached to the rings is imaged using conven-
tional optical microscopy as a function of the
applied electric field (Figure 1c, Methods). The SPMs
are initially attracted to theDW stray fields and become
magnetostatically trapped in the DW potential well
(Figure 5a,b)13,14 by a binding force, Fbind. The magni-
tude of Fbind depends strongly on the ring thickness

and width (Supporting Information, section S5) and
is directly related to the magnetic energy density
calculated in Figure 2. Figure 5c,e shows still images
captured from Supporting Information Video 4 of 1 μm
diameter SPMs coupled to DWs initialized in a 30 nm
thick, 4 μmOD, 800 and 600 nmwide ring, respectively.
Figure 5d,f indicates the final position of each bead
after the application of a 0.8 MV m�1 electric field.

As the electric field is applied, we observe the SPMs
track the rotation of the DW toward the PMN�PT [100]
axis; they abruptly move when the DW undergoes its
piecewise motion (Figure 5g). As expected from the
PEEM images, removing the electric field in the 30 nm
thick rings does not reverse the positions of the SPMs.
We repeat this process for a 15 nm thick, 400 nm wide
ring in Figure 5h�k, which are still images taken from
Supporting Information Video 5, but in this video, we
ramp the applied electric field to values on both sides
of the hysteretic strain jump over multiple successive
cycles. An SPM couples to the thinner ring as before;
however, during this ramping process we observe
the SPM move piecewise across the ring beyond the
expected 45� rotation and decouple completely from
the ring (Figure 5l). This behavior is explained below.

Figure 5. Electrically driven displacement of magnetically trapped SPMs. (a) Schematic, containing an OOMMF simulation of
a Ni ring DW, illustrating the attraction force (Fbind) between the SPM and DW and the DW velocity (vDW)-dependent viscous
drag force (Fdrag). (b) The magnetostatic potential interaction between a 1 μm diameter SPM and a DW in a 250 nm wide,
15 nm thickNi ring as a function of the SPM lateral positionwith respect to theDW. (c�f) Contrast-enhanced still images taken
fromSupporting InformationVideo4 showing the position of 1 μmdiameter SPMs (indicatedbypink arrows) coupled to 4 μm
OD, 30 nm thick, 800 and 600 nm wide rings before (c, e) and after (d, f) applying a 0.8 MV m�1 electric field. (g) Conceptual
explanation for the observed motion in Supporting Information Video 4; SPM tracks DW motion. (h�k) Contrast-enhanced
still images taken from Supporting Information Video 5 showing the position of a 1 μm diameter SPM (indicated by pink
arrows) coupled to a 4 μm OD, 15 nm thick, 400 nm wide Ni ring through two electric field cycles. (l) Conceptual explana-
tion for the observed motion in Supporting Information Video 5; SPM decouples and is recaptured by a different DW on the
same ring.
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In contrast to the 30 nm thick rings, the cyclical
application of the electric field in the 15 nm thick
rings creates and removes additional magnetic energy
minima along the PMN�PT [100] axis, extending and
retracting the DW and its associated stray fields. This
results in the reproducible, pseudoreversible position
control of the SPM beads attracted to the stray fields
oriented along the PMN�PT [100] axis and agrees well
with the behavior observed and discussed in Figure 4.

As observed in PEEM, the electric field drives piece-
wise DW realignment to the PMN�PT strain axis. The
velocity of this DW motion, vDW, plays a significant
role13,14 in maintaining the SPM�DW magnetostatic
coupling within the fluidic environment. The binding
force, Fbind, in the fluid is opposed by a vDW-dependent
viscous drag force, Fdrag, opposite to the direction
of motion48 (Figure 5a and Supporting Information,
section S5). At a critical vDW near 1 mm s�1 for a 1 μm
diameter SPM,13 Fdrag overcomes Fbind, and the bead
decouples from its DW. From time-evolved simula-
tions, we estimate an electrically driven DW velocity
in the Ni rings on the order of 50 m s�1. Because this is
much greater than the critical vDW, we observe many
beads decouple from their initial DW positions during
the application of an electric field then immediately
recouple to stray fields in their new rotated positions.
In Figure 5h�k, this gives the impression that the
SPMs have rotated beyond 45�. A similar decoupling
takes place in the 30 nm thick rings; however in this
case, the SPMs are more strongly coupled to the ring
(Supporting Information, section S5) and immediately
recouple to the same DW in its new position. In the
absence of magnetic contrast imaging, the SPMs act
like markers that track the location of DWs and confirm
that successful DW rotation has been achieved. How-
ever, the stray fields produced by the DWs remain
experimentally uncharacterized and may vary from
ring to ring, creating different SPM settling locations
along each individual ring circumference (Figure 5d,f).

Although not optimized, this control scheme intro-
duces a pathway toward energy-efficient, all-electrical
on-chip particle manipulation. Furthermore, as shown
in Figure 3c,g and Figure 3e,i, the DW realignment
is scalable to submicrometer-length scales in smaller
ring structures; this may create opportunities to pre-
cisely position magnetic nanoparticles with nanoscale
precision without the need for external magnetic
fields.

CONCLUSIONS

The vDW-dependent coupling and DW positioning
resolution of this proof-of-concept demonstration are
currently limited by the initialization procedure and
the global, out-of-plane electric field polarization,
which restrict the present DW motion to a piecewise
rotation. An alternative electric field geometry incor-
porating surface electrodes to generate localized
strainsmay bemore suitable to demonstrate smoother,
electrically tunable rotation beyond 45�.49 Additionally,
future samples can be fabricated on PMN�PT sub-
strates with less PT composition, such as PMN0.7�PT0.3,
which possess a quasi-linear strain response ramping
up to 0.8 MV m�1, in contrast with the hysteretic strain
response presented in Figure 3a, which is a result of
an electric-field-induced phase transition.43 Finally, we
note that although this positioning technique is limited
to magnetic particles, the surfaces of the commercially
obtained SPMs used in this study can be customized
with a variety of ligands including antibodies, proteins,
and DNA and are used for a diverse set of biological
and medical applications. With further refinement, this
precision multiferroic positioning technology may be
considered a viable candidate for incorporation with
next-generation energy-efficient, compact lab-on-a-
chip devices by providing a means to manipulate
individual magnetic particles with only electric fields.
This technology may also form the basis for electrically
driven, strain-mediated nanoscale magnetic motors.

METHODS

Sample Preparation. To minimize the generation of remanent
strain in the Ni structures, Pt-coated [Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]0.66�
[PbTiO3]0.34 substrates are subjected to a 0.4 MV m�1 out-of-
plane electric field prior to PEEM imaging to uniformly align
the electric polarization throughout each sample. The Ni rings
are evaporated on the Pt surface of the sample via an electron-
beam lithography lift-off process.

X-ray Magnetic Imaging. Themagnetic domain structure of our
samples is characterized by photoemission electronmicroscopy
(PEEM)33 at beamline 11.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS)
synchrotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Samples
are placed in the high-vacuum PEEM chamber where circularly
polarized X-ray light from the synchrotron ejects surface elec-
trons, which are then accelerated by a sample bias of 18 kV into
electron imaging optics (Figure 1b). We obtain magnetic con-
trast by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD):34 first tuning
the X-rays to the Ni L3 absorption edge (853 eV), then exposing
two images at the same location illuminated by right and left

circularly polarized X-rays, respectively, and finally comparing
these images by per-pixel numerical division. All measurements
are performed at room temperature.

Domain Wall�Magnetic Microbead Coupling Experiment. Multifer-
roic stacks with 15 and 30 nm thick patterned Ni rings similar to
those used in the PEEM experiment undergo the same initializa-
tion procedure and are then placed in an optical microscope.
A drop of deionized water with suspended 1 μm diameter SPMs
is placed onto the composite multiferroic surface with a micro-
scope coverslip (Figure 1c). We observe the position of the
SPMs as we ramp the voltage across the PMN�PT substrate at
0.04 MV m�1 intervals. All measurements are taken in ambient
conditions.

Micromagnetic Simulations for Onion-State Initialization. The ob-
ject-oriented micromagnetic framework (OOMMF) eXtensible
Solver is used to study the geometry-dependent formation of
the onion state in the Ni rings36 in Figure 2. OOMMF determines
the final magnetization of an object by locally and globally
solving the LLG equation at distinct locations along a 3Dmeshed
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grid of the ring (thermal effects are ignored). The magnetization
of each unit cell has three degrees of freedom. We choose the
volume of a unit cell to be 5 nm � 5 nm � 5 nm, where each
length is shorter than the exchange length of Ni, 7.72 nm.
Additionally, the exchange stiffness constant, A, and the satura-
tionmagnetization,Ms, of Ni are assumed to be 9� 10�12 J m�1

and 500 kAm�1, respectively. Simulating a 3 kOe magnetic field
along one lateral axis saturates themagnetization in each unit cell
of the ring.When the field is removed, the ring settles by anenergy
minimization process until the final relaxed state is achieved.
We consider only exchange and demagnetization energies in
the totalmagnetic energyand ignore theeffect ofmagnetocrystal-
line energy. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy in poly-
crystalline Ni is relatively low compared to other terms.

Modeling the Coupled Piezoelectric/Ferromagnetic Behavior. We
developed a numerical method on the basis of finite elements
to fully couple micromagnetic simulations with elastodynamics
(while ignoring thermal effects) in finite-size 3D structures35

that we plot in Figure 3. The weak forms of micromagneto�
electro�mechanical-coupled equations are solved using finite
element methods with an implicit backward differentiation
formula (BDF) time-stepping scheme. To decrease solution
time, the system of equations with the dependent variables
is solved using a segregated solution approach, which splits
the solution process into substeps using a damped Newton's
method. For all numerical problems, convergence studies (i.e.,
mesh size and time steps) were evaluated to ensure accuracy.
The element sizewas chosen to be comparable to the exchange
length, and the substrate and air were considered in the
analysis. This coupled model provides an approach to simulta-
neously solve the full strain and micromagnetic spin distribu-
tion in the composite system as a function of position and time.

To adequately predict the magnetization states of the
ferromagnetic ring structures as a function of electric field, it
is necessary to model the magnetization dynamics using the
LLG equation along with themechanical stresses and strains via
the equations of elastodynamics in the rings. For the substrate
on which the rings are deposited, a piezoelectric model
accounts for electric-field effects using a quasi-static electric
field approximation and for displacement phenomena with the
elastodynamics equations. The electrostatic assumption only
eliminates coupling with magnetic field components and does
not limit the applicability of this model to predict the dynamic
response presented in this paper.

The theoretical framework for this problem reduces to seven
coupled partial differential equations (PDEs) that solve for
magnetization, displacement, and magnetic potential in the
ferromagnetic rings and four coupled PDEs for the displacement
and electric potential in the piezoelectric substrate. Modeling
assumptions include small elastic deformations, linear elasticity,
magnetostatics, electrostatics, and negligible electrical current
contributions. The governing elastodynamic equations are

F
D2uB
Dt2

�r 3 σ ¼ 0B (1)

where F is the density,σ is the stress tensor, uBis thedisplacement
vector, and t is time. The LLGmicromagnetic relation represents
the second set of equations, expressed as

DMB
Dt

¼ � μ0γMB � HBeff þR MB� DMB
Dt

 !
(2)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, γ is the Gilbert
gyromagnetic ratio, R is the Gilbert damping constant, and
MB is the normalized magnetization vector. The effective mag-
netic field, HBeff , includes contributions from the external field
(HBext), exchange field (HBex), demagnetization field (HBd), magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy field (HBanis), and magnetoelastic field
(HBme) effects.

The quasi-static Ampere's law is HBd ¼ �rφm, where
HBd is the demagnetization field vector and φm is the
magnetic potential. This factor contributes significantly to
the dipole�dipole coupling and the effective field in the
LLG equation. Combining this equation with the divergence

of magnetic induction equal to zero and the constitutive
relation, BB ¼ μ0(HBþMB), produces an equation for φm in terms
of the magnetization MB. The magnetization couples with the
effective magnetic field through this demagnetization term.
Furthermore, substituting the constitutive relations into the
elasto-
dynamics and LLG equations produces a cross-coupled set of
nonlinear equations relating the displacements, themagnetiza-
tion, and the magnetic potential as follows:

F
D2uB
Dt2

�r 3C
1
2
(ruBþ (ruB)T)

� �
þr 3C(λ

MMBMB
T
) ¼ 0B (3)

DMB
Dt

¼ � μ0γ(MB� (HBext þ HBex(MB) þ HBd(φm)

þHBanis(MB)þHBme(MB, uB))) þ R MB� DMB
Dt

 !
(4)

r2φm ¼ Ms(r 3m) (5)

where C is the stiffness tensor and λM is the magnetostriction
tensor.

In a fashion similar to that of the magnetic potential, the
quasi-static Faraday's law implies that EB ¼ �rφE, where EB is
the electric field and φE is the electric potential. This equation
coupled with Gauss's Law and a proper constitutive form
provides for piezoelectric coupling within the model. COMSOL
is used to solve the weak form of these systems of partial
differential equations. This multiphysics solution produces
pointwise values for the mechanical displacement, electric
potential, magnetic potential, and magnetization throughout
the PMN�PT substrate and Ni rings.
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